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Philosophical positions and epistemological . theoties
related to mathematics, such as logicism, formalism, constructivism, structmalism, empiiicism, have always had a
significant influence on the guiding ideas and leading piinciples in mathematics education.. This not only holds for
cuniculum development and teaching methodology but
also for theoretical work and empirical researCh related to
the mathematical learning process. As Seymour PAPERT
has pointed out in "Mindstorms": BOURBAKI's theory of
motheT-structure is learning theory Whether it is a good or
bad one is another question. In a similar way PLATO's
and PROCL US' philosophy of EUCLID's elements with
its idealistic ontology and its emphasis on the dialectic
between analysis and synthesis being the "capstone of the
mathematical sciences" comprises the elements of a
mathematical pedagogy and of a theory of learning. [42],
[50], [66] This phenomenon can be pursued thwugh the
history of mathematics and its concomitant philosophy. Of
course, the observation not only holds for global mathematical philosophies but also for epistemological views of
particular parts or concepts of mathematics, such as the
set-theoretical foundation of the function concept, the logical interpretation ofvatiables as place holders, the interpretation of geometry in terms of Felix KLEIN's Erlanger
Program etc
On the other hand, considering the inverse relation,
what was said by Rene THOM in his 1972 Exeter speech is
also true: "In fact, whCther one wishes it or not, all
mathematical pedagogy, even if scarcely coherent, rests on
a philosophy of mathematics." Such "philosophies" may
consist in a teacher's "'private" opinion on the natw·e of
mathematics and mathematical knowledge (often indirectly acquired in his own academic studies), and in his
thoughts about how this is related to his teaching and to the
learning of his students . They are also inherent in didactical
principles such as the spiral approach (BRUNER), the
deep-end principle (DIENES: [16]), the operative principle
(AEBLI), etc They underlie theories of stages in the learning process (PIAGET, VAN HIELE) or theories of
transfer, and they also stand behind hypotheses of empiri-

cal studies on how children learn or faiL As Wi'S pointed
out by Thomas S.. KUHN, each research paradigm has
philosophical and ontological assumptions among its different components, an4 these are parts of the paradigm's
bias, its strength and weakness . Often they are a source of
profound discrepancies between competing approaches
and of controversies between research grtmps or individual
researchers.
,
Recent developments in mathematics education show a
new dynamics in the field. New philosophies and epistemological theories have entered the scene: the theory of epistemological obstacles (BACHELARD, BROUSSEAU( !OJ,
CORNU, SIERPINSKA), a synthesis of Kuhnian theory
dynamics and Piagetian genetic epistemology (v,GLASERSFELD, CAWTHRON & ROWELL) a new quasiempiricist philosophy of mathematics (LAKATOS [43],
SNEED, JAHNKE), a complementarist view of mathematics (KUYK, OTTE [51]), the epistemology of "microworlds" and of the "society of mind" based on cggnitive
studies within research on artificial intelligence (PAPERT,
MINSKY} They claim to provide a better backgrnund for
an investigation of pupils' real learning behaviour both
from a cognitive and a social point of view. They also claim
to give a more adequate foundation for the theory and
practice of mathematics teaching . Based on these developments, and supported by new empirical data, strong criticisms have been put forward especially against positions
elaborated in close connection with the "new-math philosophy" DefiCiencies of this reform are being characterized
by terms like HJourdain effect", "Topaze effect", "metacognitive shift", etc (BROUSSEAU [91]), and by exhibiting its one-sided "mentalistic" orientation guided by the
assumption of the autonomous, universal, coherent, and
homogeneous natures of both mathematical structures and
the human mind Other failures are related to a "purist" or
"static" view that neglects the applications which belong to
mathematical theories and concepts as they do to physical
theories, and neglects the representational, the social, the
procedural and the processual dimensions of mathematics
This criticism says that the stmctural concepts of mathe-
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rnatics have been overemphasized in trying to organize and
understand mathematical learning.
In the following I shall explain my position a little
further by formulating and briefly commenting on half a
dozen theres, the first two of which have already been
touched upon in the introductory remarks
Thesis I
Generally speaking, all more or less elaborated conceptions, epistemologies, methodologies, philosophies of mathematics (in the large or in part) contain
- often in an implicit way- ideas, orientations or
germs for themies on the teaching and learning of
mathematics
As has already been indicated, it would be an interesting
study to verify this thesis in a more systematic way throughout history and thus to exhibit how philosophies of mathematics have actually pre-determined didactical approaches. It is another aspect to evaluate theories on. the
teaching and learning of mathematics by means of empirical investigations and in this way to find out about the
adequacy of the underlying philosophy of mathematics as
a founding element in the construction of empi1ically
oriented mathematical pedagogy. Such empirical investigations have only recently become a matter of coherent and
progressive research. Related research findings are now
successively exposed to be matched with a fitting mathematical epistemology which allows a coherent and adequate
interpretation of the findings Here we should emphasize
again the explanatory capacity of recent mathematical epistemologies which are less nmmative than many traditional
ones and more of a descriptive and empiiical nature, such
as LAKATOS' quasi,empirical position, or JAHNKE's
transfer from physics to mathematics ofSNEED's interpretation of theories as consisting of a theory-kernel plus a set
of intended applications . Sneed's position underlines the
role of constraints, of domain-specific knowledge and
experience, and the importance of tools and means of
representation, which according to post-Piagetian studies
also play a significant role in children's cognitive behaviour
and development in mathematics [31], [34], [35]

Thesis 2
Concepts for the teaching and learning of mathematics ~more specifically: goals and objectives (taxonomies), syllabi, textbooks, cunicula, teaching methodologies, didactical principles, learning theories,
mathematics education research designs (models,
paradigms, theories, etc ), but likewise teachers' conceptions of mathematics and mathematics teaching
as well as students' perceptions of mathematics cany with them or even rest upon (often in an
implicit way) particular philosophical and epistemological views of mathematics.

This is a generalization of THOM's statement quoted
above and represents a kind of inverse to the first thesis
The two are bound together by a deep correspondence
between intellectual perception and learning, between
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knowledge muctures and learning structures (vHENTIG,
FICHTNER)
One area in which recent research has given particular
support to Thesis 2 is research on conceptions and beliefs
teachers hold about mathematics and mathematics teaching, the origins of these conceptions and how they are
related to teachers' work and instructional practice Examples of such conceptions are reported by Alba G. THOMPSON who compiled case studies on three high school
mathematics teachers Here is a selection from Thompson's summaries of their professed views of mathematics:
Teacher Jeanne
Mathematics is an organized and logical system of symbols
and procedures that explain ideas present in the physical

world
Mathematics is a human creation, but mathematical ideas
exist independently of human ability to discover them
Mathematics is mysterious- its broad scope and abstractness of some of its concepts make it impossible for a person
to understand it fUlly.

Teacher Kay:
The piimary purpose of mathematics is to serve as a tool for
the sciences and other fields of human endeavour
Except in statistics, conclusions and results in other
branches of mathematics are certain
The validity of mathematical propositions ahd conclusions
is established by the axiomatic method

Teacher Lynn:
Mathematics is an exact discipline- free of ambiguity and
conflicting interpretations
The content of mathematics is "cut and dried" Mathematics offers few opportunities fm creative wmk
Mathematics is logical and free of emotions Its study trains
the mind to reason logically. Mathematical activity is like
"mental callisthenics"

In a similar way, Thompson has also documented the
three teachers' conceptions of mathematics teaching.
Matching the two kinds of conceptions with the teachers'
observed actual teaching practice, she came to the following conclusion:
Teachers' beliefs, views, and preferences about
mathematics and its teaching, regardless of whether
they are consciously or unconsciously held, play a
significant, albeit subtle, role in the teachers' characteristic pattern of instructional behavior In particular, the observed consistency between the
tea.chers' professed conceptions of mathematics
and the manner in which they presented the content
strongly suggests that the teachers' views, beliefs,
and preferences about mathematics do influence
their instructional practice (Thompson [75], p
124/125)
As should be clear from these connections, teachers' conceptions of mathematics can have positive but also very
negative effects on their teaching, and in particular on their
ability and readiness to try out and develop new
approaches The strong emphasis which ~ as many
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teachers think - has to be laid on rigm, precision and
deductivity in mathematics, makes it difficult for them to
justifY and realize genetic approaches, to mient teaching
towards problem-solving and mathematical modeling
which ask for a view of mathematics as being open, flexible
and developing rather than closed, fixed and ready-made
When probability and statistics were introduced recently
into the cuniculum of-the German Gymnasium, the voices
of many teachers were heard saying that all their lives they
had spent educating their students to be precise and to
think rigorously, and now they were supposed to teach
something in which absolute security had been abandoned
- a concern which also seems to be indicated in one of
Kay's judgements, listed above.
I think we will get further evidence on the role of
teachers' views of mathematics when we go into more
detail and investigate their understanding of different
domains of mathematics, of specific components such as
the meaning of mathematical concepts, proof, definition,
theorem, conjecture, variable, symbols, rule, fOrmula,
axiom, problem, problem solving, application, model,
computation, graphical representation, visualization, metaphor, etc., both with respect to the various sub-domains
of mathematics as well as in a more general sense
I would also suggest we need to study in a similar way the
views of mathematics and of mathematics teaching and
learning held by students, how these views change in the
course of schooling and how they affect students' mathematical learning behavior (see [60]). From interviews with
pupils I have some evidence that most students have developed a personal position towards mathematics which will
Probably, in the end and on the average, contribute to the
overall public opinion on mathematics, or to what one
might call "folk-mathematics" Finding out about the
irilage students have of and about their personal relation to
mathematics could give mathematics educators and
teachers impmtant hints on possible cmrections to be
made with respect to the cuniculum and the actual work in
the classroom
As another domain related to Thesis 2, I would like to
emphasize the goals and objectives of mathematics education as they are especially formulated in mathematical syllabi 01 stated in connection with mathematical abilities or
competence~

With respect to the development of the discussion and
identification of objectives for mathematics education in
the German Gymnasium, an extensive study has been
made by H lENNE [46] For the period between 1945 and
1965 he distinguishes three main directions in the didactics
of mathematics: (I) traditional mathematics; (II) genetic
approaches according to Wittenberg and Wagenschein;
(III) modem mathematics His comparative analysis is
particularly concerned with the meaning and importance
given by each of these directions to the relations between
mathematics and concepts like:
intuitive abilities; geometrical imagination
scientific way of thinking and operating
intellectual initiative - fantasy - creativity

ability to make adequate linguistic representations
ability to be systematic and to concentrate
objectivity
self--criticism
tolerance
autonomy and responsibility
philosophy
the arts
society
religion
ethics
modern civilization

Behind each of these points one can find philosophical
aspects related to mathematics which were differently
viewed and opetationalized by the three directions and
which are matters of intetpi'etation for every mathematics
cuuiculum and its related pedagogy
As a third domain of specific relevance fat Thesis 2, I
w3.nt to comment on Tesearch ;;, mathematics education. In
ahnost every research paper and study there are explicit 01
implicit assumptions about the nature of mathematics 01
about particular mathematical concepts, themies, methodologies, etc , which shape the research design and the
leading research question. Often important aspects of a
concept or a method are neglected which might well play a
significant role in the way children actually use and should
be allowed - if not encouraged - to use the concept ot
method.. H. FREUDENTHAL complained "that researchers conduct subtle investigations to fmd out whether
stUdents understand variables as polyvalent names or as
mere place-holders while it never crossed their mind that
variables should and could be understood as variable
objects." [23, p. 1705] R. KARPLUS criticized some studies on the development of the concept of function in
children: "In those investigations, the principal attention
was on the mapping of one set on· to another, distinguishing between a relation and a function, determining inverse
relations and finding functions of functions Virtually aU
their examples lacked a context that might have provided
an intuitive basis for a functional relationship..., [38, p . 397]
In a Unesco Report on Mathematics in Primary Education, Z P DIENES [17] summarized the positions taken by
a variety of authms (Suppes, Rosenbloom, Hull, Dienes,
etc ..) and projects (Greater Cleveland, SMSG, Ball State,
etc.) with respect to the concept of natural numbers:
"What these attempts all have in common is that the
workers believe that the foundation on which the idea of
number is based is explicit knowledge of the properties of
sets, because it is assumed that since number is a property
of sets, the fundamental notions relating to sets must be
learned first because number is superordinate to set and
therefore number cannot properly be understood without
the subordinate concepts of set being understood first."
[17, p. 73] Accordingly, research activities by those
authors and studies in these projects devoted to children's
teaming of numbers and arithmetic were highly influenced
and biased by the underlying philosophy. Recent empirical
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research doesn show that set-theoretical foundations and
measures have limited use in explaining children's actual
ability to add and to subtract and lead to "underestimating
tbe significance of such basic quantitative skills as counting, estimating, and subitizing. There is a growing body of
research that suggests that the development of basic
number concepts involves the integration or increasingly
efficient application of such skills " Carpenter & Moser
[12, p 13]
What has just been said about Dienes' philosophy of
natural numbers can be stated more genemlly with respect
to tbe influence of PIAGET's view of mathematics and its
relation to cognitive psychology. In many Piagetian studies
one can observe a certain dominance of a structural philosophy of mathematics which is due to the strong relations
l'fuget had established between his concept of schenia and
structutal concepts in mathematics (see [5]). This went
togetber witb a characteristic overweight of assimilation as
compared to accommodation in Piaget's work It had the
effect tbat :he universality and homogenicity of structuml
concepts predominated and that the role of domain specifity and the impact of modes and means of t'epresentation
and operation in children's dealing With concepts such as
number, arithmetic, proportionality, and fUnctions were
not adequately observed (see also [6], [34], [35], [38]) If
one tries to integrate such non-Piagetian findings into a
new modular and s·ociety-of-mind philosophy ofmathematics (see [54], [4]) we should express the warning that it
might create a new one-sidedness insofar as the underlying
complementarities between the two positions are not sufficiently understood and respected (see e . g. [53]). To fmther
clarify this is apparently a strong challenge for future
research.
My third thesis is based on the increasing relativity of the
validity of philosophies of mathematics as observed in the
foundations, epistemology, and philosophy of mathematics as well as in tbe sociology ofknowledge and tbe sociology
of the sciences (see [73]). We may refer here to Imre LAKATOS' "quasi-:empiticism" ([43]), Rene THOM's philosophy of matbematics as a combination of a realist-platon~ic with an empitico-sociological view ([75]), Hao
WANG's "substantial factualism" within his "new philosophy of knowledge" [78], GOODMAN's "knowing
matbemilticians'' [25], or PUINAM's "mathematics without foundations" [52]. As an example we quote WANG:

While we are skeptical of oversimplified accounts of
the foundations of human knowledge, factualism is
much interested in how we know in the sense of
desiring to consider the basic aspects of the factual
process of knowing. An attention to these not only
helps to uncover shortcomings of oversimplified pictures, but also promises to lead to a balanced and
appropriately anthropocentric overview of how stable and how stmctured actual knowledge is The
most important single aspect is the process by which
a proposition 01 a themy becomes accepted as part of
human knowledge or a particular individual's knowledge This factor of acceptance is the centml anthropocentric component of factualism which is related
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to intellectual comfOrt, understanding, coherence,
and perspicuity. Wang [79, p . 19/20]

From the point of view of the sociology of knowledge,
knowledge (including mathematical knowledge) is socially
constituted, negotiated in social interactions, carried and
transfeued by means of social nmms and institutions
Here we quote ESlAND who refers to MILL [49]:

It should be emphasized that questions of "truth"
and "validity" are also problematic. The problems
which are thought to reside in a "body" of knowledge and the rules for their effective solution or verification are themselves socially constructed. The
cognitive tradition which generates the problems
also, through its relevance system, legitimates the
inferential structure which is activated in their solution . Thus, as Mills suggests: "The rules of the game
change with a shift in interest" Mills goes on to argue
that zones of knowledge, tlunugh their human constitution, have careers in which the norms of truth
change: "Ctiteria, or observational and verificatory
models are not transcendentaL There have been, and
are, diverse canons and criteria of validity and truth,
and these criteria, upon which determination of the
truthfulness ofpropositions at any time depend, are
themselves, in their persistence and change, open to
socio-histmical relativization .... Mills explicitly did
not exclude the post-Renaissance scientific paradigm
hnm this This is another way of saying tbat epistemologies are institutionalized.. It is important to
emphasize that the cognitive tradition which forms
an epistemology can exist only through a supporting
community of people . Its members are coproducers
of reality and the smvival of this reality depends on
its continuing plausibility to the community Esland
[19, p 71f]
This does ilot mean that relativism is abandoning all references. It rather makes references debatable and allnws for
pragmatic attitudes in the presence of alternatives Thus
my next thesis is fmmulated as follows:
Thesis 3
There is no distinguished, constant, universal philosophy of mathematics One should evaluate philosophies of mathematics according to their huitfulness
for particular goals and pmposes and develop criteria for evaluation.

A specially impmtant matter of study would be the identification and elaboration of relations between different philosc
ophies Here we may particularly underline the role of
complementarity In many domains of human experience
and thinking we lind characteristic dualisms, indicated by
pairs of seemingly opposing concepts such as: su~ject and
object, a priori and a posteriori, rationalism and empiricism, structure and process, mind and body, determinism
and free will, etc Some of them seem to be of a rather
gene1al epistemological nature, others appear to be more
related to specific domains In his Pre-Kuhnian studies on

discontinuities and epistemological breaches and obstacles
in scientific and individual cognitive development, G
BACHELARD has observed,

. that in a very general manner the obstacles to the
fmmation of a scientific mind always appear in pairs
One could even call it a psychological law of bipolarity of ennrs. Such regularity in the dialectic of euors
does not Oiiginate from the objective world .. In my
opinion it results hom the polemic attitude of scientific thinking towards the scientific community
Bachelard [2, transL by the author]
This reminds us of Some characteristic dichotomies in
mathematics education and of related waves of fashion in
the history of cuniculum reform which swing between
polaristic positions, such as: skill vs . understanding, structure building vs . problem solving, axiomatics vs . constructivism, pure vs. applied mathematics, etc. In his plenary
talk at the Karlsruhe ICME congress, Peter HILTON discussed these phenomena as false dichotomies:
It will be argued that many of the prevailing dichotomies are false, that is to say that the two concepts
which are set in opposition to each othetdo notfmm
part of an either/01 situation; that while the two
concepts under scrutiny are different, they have an
essential overlap, and that, when properly understood and applied, they can in fact mutually reinforce
each other . Hilton [29]

Apparently, a deeper understanding of the kind of "overlap'' and "mutual reinforcement" between the two interrelated concepts under consideration must be of great
imp01tance both from an epistemological and didactical
point of view. BACHELARD [3], who particularly speaks
of the "obligatOiy alternation between a priOii and a posteriori .. and the "peculiar tie which in scientific thinking
links empiricism and rationalism.. , suggests "a dialectic
approach that comprehends a concept from two different
philosophical points of view in a complementarist
manner" and "places itself into the epistemological
domain between themy and practice ...
In his interpretation of quantum physics Niels BOHR
[7] had already indicated deeper underlying mechanisms
behind complementarity when refening to the involvement of the subject being himself a part of nature and the
impossibility of a strict separation between the subject and
the object From Bohr's principle of complementarity it
became clear in a broader sense that
every relevant piece of theoretical knowledge, being
part of some idea 01 model of the real world, will in
some way or another have to take into account that
the person having that knowledge is part of the system represented by the knowledge All knowledge
presupposes a subject, an object and relations
between them (which are established by means of the
subject's activity}. Therefore, all knowledge has an
incoherent structure with metaphorical and strictly
operative connections.. Otte [52]

Along these lines a the01y of human object-related activity
including its social and cooperative conditions viewed as
an interactive system seems to be an adequate basis fOr
understanding complementarity and for discovering and
investigating more complementarities in various domains
of human experience and thinking (see e.g. PATTEE [55],
JANTSCH [36]). For mathematics and mathematics education (e.g.. JAHNKE [31], OTTE & BROMME [53]) this
has led to the study of a variety of interrelations such as
those between concepts as methods and as objects, between
the representational and socio--communicative on one
hand and the instrumental and operational momentum of
a concept on the other hand, between the descriptive and
the explorative function of models (including texts, visualizations, etc.), but also between knowledge and metaknowledge A further elabOiation which is also related to
the development of a comprehensive approach to mathematics education as an interactive system comprising
research, development and practice (see Thesis 6), is a
challenging research and developmental program
Hao WANG, who also refers to a "concept of complementarity" and adds pairs such as justice and charity,
contemplation and volition, the pragmatic and the mystical, different national cultures, argues: "The highly sngges.
tive idea seems to be awaiting more careful analysis and
elaborations at the present stage" Wang [78, p. 341)
The next thesis is more or less a natural consequence of
the preceding considerations:
Thesis 4
For mathematics education one should prefer and
elabOiate philosophies of mathematics which especially respect the following aspects: different forms
and conditionalities of mathematical knowledge,
means and modes of representation and activities,
relations between subjective and objective developments of knowledge (complementarity, obstacles,
dynamics), relation of mathematical knowledge to
other knowledge, special fields and applications; the
personal, social and political dimension of mathematics .

The inherent intention of this thesis is that mathematics
education and especially teachers' knowledge and practice
should on the one hand be guided by an adequate philosophy of mathematics and on the other hand be freed from
unnecessary and fruitless confinements. This is explicitly
stated in the next thesis which also includes the .<tudents'
right to enlightenment and partiCipation.
Thesis 5
Such philosophies of mathematics should become an
ingredient of a fOrm of reflective mathematics teaching and learning, and contribute to the development
of an adequate meta-knowledge not only for teachers
but also f01 students.
I conclude by referring to the program Theory of Mathematics Education (I ME) which was started at the 5th International Congress on Mathematical Education, 1984, in
Adelaide, Australia, and is concerned with a needed com-
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prehensive approach to basic problems in the orientation,
foundation and methodology of mathematics education as
an interactive system comprising research, development,
and practice (see [70], [71], [72]) Here I state:

Thesis· 6
Mathematics education needs comprehensive approaches and meta-theories which should comprise
an adequate philosophy of mathematics., For a metatheory which is built on a systems appwach based on
human activity and social interaction, an adequate
philosophy of mathematics should view mathematics itself as a system from the point of view of human
object-related cooperative activities,
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There is a philistine and self~deceptive assumption among the scientifically
inclined that all avenues other than their own amount to "anecdote" . But if a
psychologist, however self~onsciously scientific, is in need of personal insight
-if his marriage has collapsed or his children hate him- he does not tum to
the pwfessional journals in search of it. He goes to Donne or Chekhov, Freud
or Laing . As receptacles of our knowledge about people, in other words, both
literary and clinical modes at present show every sign of being superior to
science; and it must in principle be the case, I think, that each of these rival
routes of access to knowledge about people is valid after a fashion., What we do
not know is how their respective merits can be weighed, nor what hostages we
give as we choose to follow one route as opposed to another, I o put the matter
in crudely economic terms, there are patterns of cost and benefit associated
with the experiment, the clinical enquiry, the novel, the poem - and, of
course, the play and film too, But we do not yet know what these are,.
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